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Abstract

Lead and the Pb–Bi eutectic (Pb 55.9 at.%) have been modeled by a n-body potential derived from a second moment

approximation of a tight binding Hamiltonian. The thermal behavior of the two systems in the liquid phase has been

reproduced and relevant structural parameters have been evaluated and compared with experimental data. The dif-

fusion coefficients and the activation energy for diffusion have been also evaluated. � 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.

PACS: 61.20.Ja; 61.25.Mv; 65.20.+w; 72.15.Cz

1. Introduction

Liquid lead and the Pb–Bi eutectic (LBE hereafter, is

a metallic alloy of composition Pb 55.9 at.% stable in the

liquid phase) constitute a similar option for the use as

coolant systems for the primary circuit of special-pur-

pose nuclear power installations. The design of future

sub-critical reactors of the ADS family [1] envisages the

use of liquid Pb or LBE as both coolant and spallation

target for neutron amplification. Therefore, several eu-

ropean programs (TECLA [2], MEGAPIE [3], SPIRE

[4]) are going to collect data on both the chemical and

the physical properties of these materials. A particular

interest is devoted to the understanding of the corrosion

phenomena engendered by Pb and LBE, at the working

thermodynamic conditions, when in contact with the

materials composing the containing pipes of the vessel.

The most relevant property of both Pb and LBE is

the large gap between the melting TM and the boiling TB

temperatures (TM ¼ 601 K and TB ¼ 2022 K for Pb,

TM ¼ 396 K and TB ¼ 1943 K for LBE); this property

enhances the reliability and the safety of the installation.

The high density (q ¼ 10:33 g cm3 at T ¼ 873 K for Pb,

q ¼ 10:242 g cm3 at T ¼ 673 K for LBE) and a large

heat capacity (CðexpÞ
p ¼ 150 J kg�1 K�1 at T ¼ 873 K for

Pb, CðexpÞ
p ¼ 146 J kg�1 K�1 at T ¼ 673 K for LBE), are

further properties which enforce the attitude of these

systems for the envisaged applications.

This work attempts to apply an atomic-scale model,

developed for transition metals and alloys [5,6], to Pb

and LBE, in order to evaluate the most relevant struc-

tural and dynamical quantities. The resulting models

will then be used, in future works, to the study of the

microscopic-scale processes at the origin of phenomena

such as liquid metal embrittlement (LME) and cor-

rosion. The mutual solubility of the host and the

embrittler, for instance, has been thought as a necessary

pre-requisite for producing wetting (and, thus, for in-

ducing corrosion) and for triggering interdiffusion in the

host (and, hence, for being responsible of embrittle-

ment). These views have been recently criticized [7] as it

has been shown that also very low solubility can produce

sizeable corrosion and embrittlement phenomena. In

this respect, reliable microscopic-scale models, able to

reproduce the behavior of the interacting species, could

be extremely useful for a deeper understanding of these

phenomena.

In this work we perform a number of molecular dy-

namics simulations, at finite temperatures, to predict
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thermodynamic, structural and transport properties to

complement the body of data which is going to be as-

sembled on these systems.

2. Computational method

The atomic interaction of Pb and Bi have been

modeled by using a n-body interaction scheme, resulting

from a second moment approximation of a tight binding

Hamiltonian [5,6]. In this scheme, the potential energy U

of the system is described by

U ¼
XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

Aa;b exp½�pa;bðrij=r0
a;b � 1Þ�

�
XN
i¼1

XN
j¼1

n2
a;b exp½�2qa;bðrij=r0

a;b � 1Þ�
( )1=2

; ð1Þ

where Aa;b, na;b, pa;b, qa;b and r0
a;b are suitable parameters

which depend on the atomic species a and b of the in-

teracting particles i and j. These parameters are fitted,

for the pure species, on properties such as the potential

energy and the elastic constants and by imposing a

vanishing pressure at the equilibrium lattice spacing. For

the cross-terms, in absence (as in this case) of any

intermetallic alloy with the composition close to that

of the LBE (this would have enabled the same type of

parameters fitting as that used for pure systems), we

have used only the enthalpy of mixing of the two species

and the equilibrium density at a given temperature. The

Pb parameters are those originally evaluated by Ref. [6].

For the definition of the LBE model, we have firstly

evaluated the pure Bi parameters (experimental data

taken from Ref. [8]). Then we have guessed a first set of

the cross-interactions parameters by taking the geo-

metrical average of the corresponding pure systems pa-

rameters. A LBE liquid system has been thus produced

with N ¼ 1000 atoms (NPb ¼ 559, NBi ¼ 441) contained

in a computational box whose volume is such to produce

a system density of 0.030163 �AA�3 (equal to the experi-

mental density value at T ¼ 600 K [9]). Keeping the

volume fixed, we heated up the system at T ¼ 1000 K

and then we slowly cooled it down to T ¼ 600 K. At this

temperature, we perform a variation of the cross-terms

parameters of the potential in order to obtain: (1) a

vanishing pressure for the considered volume and (2) a

potential energy equal to

U ¼ aUPb þ ð1 � aÞUBi � DHmix; ð2Þ

where a is the atomic fraction of Pb and DHmix ¼ 0:011

eV is the mixing enthalpy of the two species at the

considered stoichiometry, as resulting from the avail-

able thermodynamic data at T ¼ 700 K [10]. The length

scale of the mixed interaction r0
Pb;Bi, moreover, has been

determined by allowing the radial distribution function

of the LBE liquid, at 600 K, to be as close as possible

with the experimental data [11]. This task has been

accomplished by using the so-called reverse Monte

Carlo (RMC) method [12,13]; the experimental radial

distribution function of the LBE system [11] has been

used as a target function to be reproduced by the

atomic-scale structure of the liquid. The positions of the

atoms in the computational box were randomly dis-

placed and the moves accepted or rejected as a function

of the resulting ‘distance’ between the calculated and

the experimental radial distribution functions (with the

usual Boltzmann condition at a given fictitious tem-

perature). After the RMC procedure, the potential pa-

rameters have been re-adjusted to ensure the fulfillment

of the points (1) and (2) stated above. The potential

parameters resulting from this complex adjustment

procedure are reported in Table 1.

3. Results

3.1. Lead

For the pure Pb, a system containing N ¼ 500 atoms

has been used. The system was simulated at different

temperatures, from T ¼ 150 up to T ¼ 900 K, in a large

temperature domain. This allows one to evaluate differ-

ent thermodynamic quantities used to check the model

accuracy versus experimental data. In Fig. 1 we report

the behavior of the potential energy and the volume as a

function of temperature. From this figure, it is possible to

evaluate both the heat capacity and the linear expansion

coefficient; the first results to be Cp ¼ 16:8 J mol�1 K�1

(CðexpÞ
p ¼ 26:4 J mol�1 K�1) at T ¼ 300 K; the second,

evaluated at the same temperature, aV ¼ 5:6 � 10�5 K�1

(aðexpÞ
V ¼ 2:9 � 10�5 K�1 [8]). Thermodynamic data allow

one to locate the melting temperature of the model at

TM 	 610 K, the latent heat at melting DH ¼ 0:05 eV/

atom (DHðexpÞ ¼ 0:049 eV/atom [8]) and a latent volume

at melting DV ¼ 2:174 �AA3/atom. Fig. 2 reports the radial

distribution function gðrÞ of pure of lead at T ¼ 300 K

(left panel) and T ¼ 700 K (right panel). In the latter

panel, we also report the experimental radial distribution

function of liquid lead [11].

The dynamical trajectories of the particles allowed the

self-diffusion coefficient to be evaluated. The calculated

Table 1

Potential parameters for the LBE system

A (eV) n (eV) p q r0 (�AA)

Pb–Pb 0.09800 0.9140 9.5760 3.6480 3.500

Bi–Bi 0.07189 0.8730 10.7065 2.8239 3.687

Pb–Bi 0.06500 0.8490 10.0000 3.2000 3.400
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values are: D ðT ¼ 700 KÞ ¼ 2:8 � 10�5 cm2/s and

D ðT ¼ 900 KÞ ¼ 5:3 � 10�5 cm2/s. The resulting acti-

vation energy for diffusion EA is thus EA ¼ 0:17 eV.

3.2. LBE

The system was left free to reach a thermodynamic

equilibrium at different temperatures, in the range of

existence of the liquid phase, from T ¼ 500 to 800 K.

The evaluation of the equilibrium volumes at the dif-

ferent temperatures allows to estimate the volume ex-

pansion coefficient aV which results to be aV ¼ 1:32�
10�4 K�1 (aðexpÞ

V ¼ 1:2 � 10�4 K�1 [9]). The heat capac-

ity Cp was also evaluated, from the potential energy

data; it results to be Cp ¼ 80 J Kg�1 K�1 whereas the

experimental value is CðexpÞ
p ¼ 146 J Kg�1 K�1 for LBE

[9].

A further relevant information on the LBE system

can be achieved by evaluating the total radial distribu-

tion function gðrÞ and its partial components gPb PbðrÞ,
gBi BiðrÞ and gPb BiðrÞ (Fig. 3 reports the evaluated func-

tions). The position of the first peak of the total radial

distribution function r1, evaluated on the model system

is r1 ¼ 3:22 �AA in agreement with neutron diffraction

studies [11] indicating r1 ¼ 3:25 �AA. In particular, the

strongest signal comes from the gPb BiðrÞ which has a

sharp maximum at r1 ¼ 3:12 �AA. The model system

seems to be unable to reproduce the shoulder (which is

clearly visible at 4:66 r6 5:4 �AA in the radial distribu-

tion function taken from neutron diffraction data [11]).

This feature, probably determined by a secondary

structure of the pure Bi radial distribution function,

seems to be reminiscent of the parent crystalline struc-

ture which, in its R3m structure, has neighbors peaks at

r ¼ 4:74 and 5.55 �AA (third and fourth neighbors, re-

spectively). This could suggest the presence in the ex-

perimental sample of regions with large compositional

dishomogeneity.

We have firstly integrated the total radial distribu-

tion function up to its first minimum (r ¼ 4:6 �AA) to

predict the average first neighbors coordination Z

which turns out to be Z ¼ 12:5; the integration of the

experimental curve up to the same distance provides a

coordination value ZðexpÞ ¼ 12:2. The slight disagree-

ment would probably arise from the rough approxi-

mation that the model system provides of the region

between the first and the second neighbors. We have

also integrated the partial radial distribution functions

up to the position of the first minimum of the total

gðrÞ, in order to find particle’s coordination Zi. In

Table 2, other than the total coordination of the single

species, we also report the values of zij, the average

number of species j surrounding species i within the

first coordination shell. The knowledge of zij allows the

chemical short range order (CSRO) parameters aij [14]

to be defined:

aij ¼ 1 � zij=cjZi; ð3Þ

Fig. 1. Thermal behavior of the potential energy (left) and the volume (right) per atom, for the pure Pb system. Potential energy U=N
in eV/atom; atomic volume V =N in �AA3.
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where cj is the concentration of species j and Zi ¼ zii þ
zij, the total coordination number around species i. The

negative values of a factors for the mixed Pb–Bi couples

indicate a preference for unlike neighbor bonds. More-

over, the fact that aPb Bi < aBi Pb indicates that the degree

of CSRO is enhanced around Pb atoms relative to Bi

atoms.

The mean-square displacements r2ðtÞ of the atoms of

the two species have been evaluated at T ¼ 600 and 800

K. The absolute values of the diffusion coefficients of the

Fig. 3. Radial distribution functions of the LBE system at T ¼ 600 K. Left panel: the different partial distribution functions of the

different species; right panel: total radial distribution function (––) and experimental data ( ) taken from Ref. [11]. Distances r in �AA.

Fig. 2. Radial distribution functions of the Pb system at different temperatures: T ¼ 300 K (left panel); T ¼ 700 K (right panel). In the

latter panel, the experimental radial distribution function gðrÞ of pure Pb, taken from Ref. [11], is also reported ( ). Distances r in �AA.
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two species evaluated at T ¼ 600 K are: D ðPbÞ ¼
1:4 � 10�5 and D ðBiÞ ¼ 1:2 � 10�5 cm2/s. The average

slope of the values of the diffusion coefficients has pro-

vided an estimate of the activation energy for diffusion

EA, which results to be EA ðPbÞ ¼ 0:1 eV and

EA ðBiÞ ¼ 0:08 eV.

4. Conclusions

Reliable atomic-scale models of Pb and the LBE

system have been derived from a n-body interatomic

potential. This scheme, although being affected by a

number of physical approximations, has proven to re-

produce, with a reasonable accuracy, the essential

features of the metallic bonding. The model has been

devised, however, to reproduce the system in the liq-

uid phase (e.g. T P 400 K), as any intermetallic or

solid solutions is predicted to occur, at equilib-

rium, for the considered Pb–Bi stoichiometry. The

model predictions have been compared with the

available structural information (i.e. the radial distri-

bution function of the eutectic) and with some ther-

modynamic data (the volume expansion coefficient, the

heat capacity). In both cases the agreement between

predictions and experimental data is quite satisfac-

tory; this fact authorizes one to be confident on the

predictions which can be made from the model anal-

ysis.

The model systems will now be used to describe the

liquid Pb and the LBE interaction with metallic surfaces,

with the aim of understanding the atomic-scale mecha-

nisms of the corrosion phenomena and of LME [7]. This

will hopefully provide a relevant body of data to be used

in the technological design of the materials which will be

used in the TECLA project [2]. Future works will be

devoted to the definition of further model potentials to

reproduce interactions between Pb, LBE and an iron

surface. This will be done by deriving an empirical

scheme from a first-principles model [15]. It is well

known, in fact, that both lead and bismuth have a

vanishingly small solubility in iron [10]. The absence of

any data on the form and the strength of the interaction

among these species will compel the use of first-princi-

ples calculations to predict the shape and the value of a

distance-dependent interaction potential which will be

cast in a functional form like that of Eq. (1). This in-

teraction model, in conjunction with that developed in

this work for the LBE system, will allow several ge-

danken experiments to be performed which should allow

to answer to questions such as: (1) is the stress–strain

behavior of the solid metal influenced by the presence of

the LBE before the fracture occurs? (2) is the dislocation

nucleation at the crack-tip enhanced by the adsorption

of liquid metal atoms? (3) which is the extent of the bond

weakening due to the lowering of the surface energy at

the crack tip? (4) which mechanism initiates the crack

when embrittlers penetrate into GB’s and lower the

crack resistance?

The answer to these questions will be of invaluable

help in technological studies as they will contribute to

the understanding of phenomena occurring in materials

under severe thermodynamic and chemical conditions as

those met in nuclear devices.
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